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 Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system, offering enhanced modes and updated
graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and hotseat, this game offers plenty of features. Discover a Universe of

Oddness! Featuring over 80 weapons and utilities at your fingertips, this is Worms at its chaotic best! ts gameplay resembles that
of Worms Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system,

offering enhanced modes and updated graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and hotseat, this game offers plenty of
features. Discover a Universe of Oddness! Featuring over 80 weapons and utilities at your fingertips, this is Worms at its chaotic
best! ts gameplay resembles that of Worms Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms
Multiplayer Game system, offering enhanced modes and updated graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and hotseat,
this game offers plenty of features. Discover a Universe of Oddness! ts gameplay resembles that of Worms Armageddon more

than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system, offering enhanced modes and
updated graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and hotseat, this game offers plenty of features. Discover a Universe
of Oddness! ts gameplay resembles that of Worms Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new

Worms Multiplayer Game system, offering enhanced modes and updated graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and
hotseat, this game offers plenty of features. Discover a Universe of Oddness! ts gameplay resembles that of Worms

Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system, offering
enhanced modes and updated graphics. Playable by up to 4 players, online, local and hotseat, this game offers plenty of features.

Discover a Universe of Oddness! ts gameplay resembles that of Worms Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday
utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system, offering enhanced modes and updated graphics. Playable by up to 4
players, online, local and hotseat, this game offers plenty of features. Discover a Universe of Oddness! ts gameplay resembles
that of Worms Armageddon more than. Worms: The 3rd Birthday utilizes the brilliant new Worms Multiplayer Game system,

offering enhanced modes and updated graphics. Play 520fdb1ae7
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